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The holidays are a time for family and friends. They can also be a time of stress, anxiety, and

slaving over a hot stove. The editors of Fine Cooking magazine know all about the problems and

pitfalls of preparing a full-course holiday meal...and they are here to help! This cooking survival

guide previously in hardcover as How to Cook a Turkey, presents all the reader needs to know to

make things go smoothly, look great, and taste delicious. The 100 recipes cover the meal from soup

to nuts. There is an entire chapter on turkey that covers everything from the different types available

(organic, kosher, wild) to what to do when you find you still have a frozen bird, as well as traditional

takes and inspired twists on roasting your turkey. Loaded with step-by-step instructions on

techniques like how to make gravy or roll out a pie crust, Fine Cooking Thanksgiving Cookbook will

become a trusted, well-thumbed resource.
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FINE COOKING, based in Newtown Connecticut, features friendly, hands-on advice from America's

culinary experts and provides inspiration and how-to information that enables cooks of all levels to

be more confident and creative in the kitchen.

I always wanted an all-encompassing cookbook with favorites for Thanksgiving, so I was happy I

got a chance to read/review this one. I am happy to say that I liked it so much that I ordered a print

copy (which arrived today). I Love it.From the editors of Fine Cooking Magazine, this book was

originally released in 2012. Some of the topics covered in this one are: avoiding dinner disasters



(like a frozen bird); helpful techniques; make a head strategies; (6) different ways to cook a turkey;

leftover and recipe options and a baking section.There are lots of appetizers to try: I'm planning on

trying: Crostini with Beef and horseradish cream, and a Cranberry and Pear salsa from this book. I

also will experiment with a few new sides before Thanksgiving and a Triple Chocolate

Cheesecake.There are also plenty of soups, salads and gravies; many veggie dishes and sides;

different kinds of potato, stuffing and gravy options and desserts to die for -- pies, tarts and more. I

liked the section on "continuing the feast", with plenty of ideas for leftovers as well.Great illustrations

and simple to understand recipes for even novice cooks. Worth Buying.

I had a smaller than usual Thanksgiving group and hence felt comfortable experimenting with some

new recipes. I made an untried recipe (gasp) for the dressing (I made the apple, bacon and

carmelized onion recipe on page 67), the cranberry sauce with orange and rosemary, the creamy

roquefort dip, and the goat cheese, pesto and sun dried tomato terrine. Everything was amazing

and I received compliments galore. My sister in law said it was the best Thanksgiving dinner she

had ever had! I did read that some of these recipes had been released in another edition of Fine

Cooking. However, if you have not been a long time subscriber to Fine Cooking, these recipes will

all be fresh and new to you and you will LOVE this cookbook.

If you need a book with great tips on how to make ur food taste just a little bit better at the holiday,

then this is the book for you, it has so many tips and tricks to help you make better food, and to help

you be smart about cooking at the holiday and even supples after holiday recipes, love this book

Just did not read the ad carefully enough. Misunderstood that it was a small paperback and nothing

newer or better than their regular cookbooks , which are, by the way, great.

My best recipes come from Fine Cooking, but didn't see much I like in this book, it is more the

modern style of cooking. If you are looking for a great cheesecake recipe or instructions go to their

web page

These were such a good price that I bought enough for my friends to use as table favors for our fall

gathering. I'm going to wrap a fall ribbon around them, attach some fall leaves and a pine cone.. i

think they will be pleased - I sure am. Great buy, great book.



Thank you!! Very happy with my purchase!!Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â€ I recommend this seller!!

I bought this bought for my friend's 24-year-old daughter who was making her first Thanksgiving. It's

quite thorough, with lots of illustrations, tips and recipes that range from super basic to a twist on the

classics. I've been a fan of Fine Cooking for years, and this was a well thought out packaged of their

Thanksgiving greatest hits.
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